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High jinx on the high seas! Buy three volumes of One Piece for the price of two!R to L (Japanese

Style). High jinx on the high seas! Buy three volumes of One Piece for the price of two!Â As a child,

Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming the King of the Pirates. But his life changed when he

accidentally gained the power to stretch like rubberâ€¦at the cost of never being able to swim again!

Now Luffy, with the help of a motley collection of pirate wannabes, is setting off in search of the

"One Piece," said to be the greatest treasure in the world! Vivi's Adventure: With all the Officer

Agents defeated, only Crocodile and his final plan to destroy the palace stands in the way of peace.

While Luffy battles it out with the evil Croc in the royal tombs, Vivi and the rest of the Straw Hats

have to find the bomb before it blows up the capital--with everyone in it!
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Bought this manga on a whim. I always like One Piece but never considered it seriously as

something to be stocking my shelves at home with. After reading this manga though I am hooked!

The art is cool, the story is funny, and I like the Oda's tidbits between chapters. Grab this manga if

you want a future full of good reading with plenty of mangas in your future to entertain you.

This omnibus contains the first 3 volumes of One Piece, which are introductory volumes (Yes, 3

whole introductory volumes), not that it is bad or anything, One Piece is an extremely fun read, and

things just get even better as the volumes go on!Enter Luffy, I'm sure we all know who he is and



how he looks like, but just in case (And for the sake of wanting to write this), I will explain who he is!

Monkey D. Luffy is an aspiring pirate king who at a young age vows to find the biggest treasure in

the whole world, the One Piece! But before he sets sail, he eats the Gum-Gum fruit, allowing him to

stretch every limb in his body (almost) infinitely.Luffys quirky design and actions make reading his

dialogue very fun even for adult readers! I am 17 and I love One Piece, every thing about it is just

genius in my opinion! There is enough going on in each panel to keep the attention of young

readers as well. I am reading One Piece to my little sister, and even through the background stories

and explanations, she really enjoys it!Luffy is constantly getting into trouble, and his inability to think

before he acts results in comical outcomes! Other characters are constantly yelling and

reprimanding Luffy, but he doesn't seem to care, he just punches when he wants!The art in One

Piece is dated, but good. The manga was originally created in 1997, so the characters may seem a

little too cartoony for traditional manga readers, but that is alright. Imperfections in the art MUST be

forgiven due to old age.Overall, One Piece is a must read for ANY manga reader of any age, give

the manga 3 volumes, then see if you like it or not. I have the Omnibus versions of 1-3, 4-6, and 7-9,

and I just can't get enough! At some point though, you are going to want to buy the tankobon

versions, they have better paper quality and look very slick on your bookshelf! I rate this a 5/5, the

perfect read for any age

One Piece: East Blue, Volumes 1-2-3 is a nice three-in-one volume for those interested in a very

different manga. It's rated T for teens, and it's about a teenage boy who has dreamed of becoming a

pirate his whole life. He can't swim because he ate the Gum-Gum fruit, but he can stretch like

Plastic Man. In volumes 1-3, he finally becomes a pirate, assembles a crew of three and takes to

the seas in two small boats.At 600 pages, and for under $10, the three-in-one mangas are a great

buy, but how good is One Piece? It's really hard to judge a 30+ volume series based on just a few

volumes, but I'd like to compare it to half a dozen other mangas I've gotten this far into. It's not the

best at this stage (that would be Hunter X Hunter or Death Note), but it's very funny and readable.

I'll be buying Volumes 4-5-6 as soon as possible, and I'm very glad I found this series. ****1/2

After hearing about One Peice, I finally decided to take a look.And now, I understand why this series

has reached the acclaim it has.The famous Gold Roger, king of the pirates, makes a declaration

before he is beheaded. His treasure, the famous One Piece, is hidden in the grand line. Whoever

finds it is welcome to it. Years later, a young boy by the name of Monkey D. Luffy plans to do just

that and become king of the pirates. But he eats the Gum Gum fruit which curses him with a rubber



body and he can never swim again.It's strange and surreal but it works. The world created by Oda is

filled with contains of interesting, vibrant charecters. While the art style is also a bit surreal, it's not

too distracting and like I said before, it works. Everything comes otgether to create a really

interesting story with loads of great charecters.

My father brought this 3-in-1 book back from a trip and before long my brother and I were hooked on

the series(we got this book in January,now in March we're on volume 51). It's cute, funny and

unique. It's got lots of action with some of Oda's unusual sense of humor thrown in. The 3-in-1

volume is a great buy because it's light, (surprisingly), thick and can be read over an over again. But

some should note that despite the immature looking hero the book is rated 13+ (although my

brother,10 read it)because some blood is spilled (and in later books there is some sexual humor).

Purchased as a gift for my younger sister. Much cheaper than buying each one individually and she

loves the size because she can run through a single volume in a day at school. This way she can

just keep going, until she gets home at least.

I got this cause i'm to cheap to buy all 3 book individually. I read these online, but since i loved this

manga so much, i wanted to support it and purchase it.I lent it to my nephew(9 and 12) to read, and

they can stop reading it. Looks like i'm going to have to buy these one by one as they have caught

up.

My friend made me order this for another friend for her birthday. This was one of the best things we

could get her! She absolutely loves the series. This came fast and easy and is a great company to

work with.
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